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Merry Christmas'Huppy New Year to all

members, families and friends..

At this time many members are planning their canoeing

activities for the next month or two with a sense of

urgency. Many members are planning to take part in the

Red Cross Murray Marathon, or the Red Cross Great

Murray Relay which run simultaneously on the Murray

from the 27th - 3lstDecember. Fairfield Canoe Club

regularly has a large number of canoeists, land crew or

fundraisers involved in these events, and this year is no

exceptlon.

If you are going up to the Murray keep an eye out for

other Fairheld members, such as Zoli Szigeti, who may

drive up to Echuca to see how our friends are enjoying

their challenges.

Some other members are planning quieter and more

leisurely trips to other locations, exploring or revisiting

some of the great diversity of beauty spots which

canoeing opens up to us all. Others are planning to take

this time to train more specifically for sprint, marathon,

downriver or white water competition. Hopefully, those

who are mastering the intricacies of canadian canoeing

(especially kneeling canadians) will be encouraged by

the weather and river conditions to inspire others to try

this exacting facet of canoeing over the summer.

While we are enjoying the beauty and challenge of our

canoeing, I encourage us all to keep in mind how we as

paddlers can continue to improve the quality and the

sensitive use of our waterways. For instance, Alex James

has been very busy active in liaison with the Yarra Bend

Park Trust over some years to help the revegetation of

areas along the Yarra, and many other members actively

assist in clearing up the river from time to time. The city

of Yarra has held several workshops with interested

groups to help develop a Yarra River Corridor Strategy

Plan, and your directors have been involved in some of

these.

The Yarra has an increasing number of concerned

admirers among the residents of Melbourne, and these

voices are reflecting the affrnity for the Yarra which

many canoeists have experienced.

We have also learnt to respect all rivers and expanses of

water. While some members paddle in the dark, or part

light our club encourages these members to take extra

safety precautions to see and be seen by the use oflights

at night, and if appropriate, by the use of life jackets as

a further insurance.

Regretfully, the recent Police helicopter search at Fairfield

Park at 4.00 am was to attempt to locate an individual in

the river. His body was subsequently recovered a week

later. This unfortunately brought home the respect which

we must have for all waterwaYs.

As we wish you a joyous festive season, we also wish you

challenging, rewarding and safe canoeing wherever you

may be.

Finally, at this time of the year we reflect on the many

extra contributions which our members make to our club

life. We thank you one and all for those contributions

An area of increasing contributiofi is in the diversity of

content in this newsletter. While congratulating our editors

for rheir consistent quality of production, why not aim to

see your name in print in 1997 'We look forward to your

reflections on your trips, your training or your technology

which you can share with other members of our club

through our newsletter it 1997.

Again Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from your

Directors of Fairheld Canoe Club.

Margaret Buck



Calendar of events

Dec27'31
Murray Marathon JanuarY 27

Deniliquin Grand Prix'see 1997 Marathon Diary

FebruarY 2

Footscray Grand Prix - see 1997 Marathon Diary

February 22 &23
Albury Grand Prix

March 2

Geelong Grand Prix

March 9

Yarrawonga Grand Prix

Easter 1997

Australian Championships, NSW

Winter Series:

April2T
\{arrnambool

May 11

Essendon

May 25

Nagambie (PLCC)

May 31 & June 1

Schools Championships, Essendon

June 15

Yarrawonga

June 29

Geelong

JulY 20

City (SKCC)

August 10

Shepparton

August Z
Footscray

14 & 15 September

Vic Championships: Geelong

Annual General Meeting of the

Fairfield Canoe Club CooPerative
society.

The annual general meeting of the Fairheld Canoe

Club Cooperative society was held on the 9th

December at the Fairfield Canoe Club' Eighteen

shareholders were present. Margaret Buck presented

all relevant reports and delegates to the VCA were

elected. Tony Payne put an amended motion to the

meeting as follows:-

That within 4 months of the 1996 AGM the Directors

of the Fairfield Canoe Club Co-op Ltd establish a five

year plan for the FCCCL with the following features.

. shareholders and FCC members are requested (in

writing) to provided ideas (in writing) for inclusion

in the plan.
. include priorities, schedules and cost

estimates/budget
. publication of the hnal plan at the FCC (excluding

cost information).
. full progress reports to shareholders at least every

six months
. briefprogress reports in each newsletter
. formal review of the plan at every AGM

The motion was defeated.

Stephen Beitz, Tony Payne and Werna Bolz stood for

positions on the committee (as directors). Kerryn

Bonnet and David Bellette retired and failed to

nominate. Stephen Beitz and Werna Bolz were

elected as Directors.



Fairfield duo tackle the Avon

Descent-1995
It has long been a burning ambition to get in amongst

those crazies you see every year on Wide World of Sport

propelling themselves through the weirs, trees, froth and

bubble of the Avon Descent. That is 130 km of canoeing

through rapid infested waters with speed boat and surf ski

lunatics in the same race.

In August Andy Chapman and I drove across the

continent to begin our conquest of this great race. The

only available boat was my touring canoe. Such a sturdy

fibreglass craft could withstand the rigors of almost

anything!

Equipped with our home made spray deck, our

inexperienced ground crew, our lack ofpreparation, our

total ignorance of the river, our lack of buoyancy and lack

ofear plugs we were ready for anything.

We ran across the Nullabor. Well I figured that if we went

for a run at each stop its almost the same thing. We

glimpsed the weir at Northam and Andy said "No

worries!". Well he didn't own the boat did he. I suddenly

had visions of us carrying what was left of the boat on the

roof of the car back to Melbourne.

We passed scrutiny easily the night before the race.

People stared at our boat with wry smiles. "What are they

smirking at? I thought. In my desperate attempt to spray

foam under the seat before scrutiny I accidently managed

to get foam into my hat and set it on my head.-Doh!!.

On the morning of the race all went well until the start

when I jumped out of the boat for a last minute nature call

and Andy paddled away not realising the guy in the back

was not there. We missed the start by 20 seconds but we

powered through the first 3 checkpoints. (We had to! Our

ground crew were late for checkpoint l, the officials

failed to tick us off the list so we couldn't eat or drink until

they found us 4 hrs later!)

Gradually the rapids grew more challenging. The riddle of
tee trees growing maze-like for 18 km in the river was like

a hydroponic trap for unwary "Eastern Staters". When in

doubt ask a local. We picked the right guy to ask - finally

something had gone right! The canoe was ideal for last

minute changes of direction as I could turn a quick 90

degrees with a paddle dug in out the back. We even

passed many of the locals.

At the end of the first day we were 2nd in our class. We

needed a good night sleep. However the only place to

pitch a tent was "the campsite from hell" or "Hoonfest".

It wasnt so much the helicopters giving joyrides till 8 at

night or the guys playing kick to kick until 3 in the

morning or all night generators, mobile floodlights,

bonfires, 4WD races past our tent, drunks singing

obscenities that we minded. Mostly it was the

"cacophony" from the trailer loads of speakers blaring

"Def Leppard" until 5 in the morning which give me the

fondest memories of that night (not!).

Next morning with t hour sleep we tackled more tee

trees and then came to some big rapids. When we got to

'Grand Avon'rapid there were boats scattered

everywhere hesitating to take on this sharp right hand

whirlpool. "Gang way" we cried as we powered through

sliding the canadian around a swirling spiral banister of

foam.

Rapids came up every 200 meters now at the grade 3 to 4

levels. We soon developed a rip in our spray deck and

after about an hour ofbeing poundpd by waves it was

rendered useless. We tackled the next 2 hours of rapids

with the expectation of being swamped and swimming.

Andy lost a paddle, we were kindly given a broken kayak

paddle by a WA paddler and when he lost that we were

given a large wooden spoon paddle by a speed boat guy.

The highlight of the race for me was when we beached

to empty out after one boatbuster and were engulfed by

teams ofkids seeking autographs and giving us drinks

and biscuits. There were plenty ofspectators and you

knew when a rapid ahead was dangerous by the size of
the crowd on the hill and the ominous orange suits of

the State Emergency blokes. At Emu falls there were

about 300 people watching as we blitzed the first 2 drops,

capsized and "for the cameras" Andy put on a one man

show plummeting through the "Washing Machine"

hanging onto the half sunken boat.

We eventually pulled out before "Syds Rapid", a

thunderous stretch of grade 3s that gave unwary Vics the

option of bodysurfing a waterfall on the right side. By

this time we had swum about 5 ks in all after sinking

about 12 times. The last 4 rapids involved speed boats

passing by as we bobbed in the water. It was no longer

fun.

I've seen some beautiful rivers but the Avon has its own

special charm. The forests are different to Victorian ones

as a lush bed of grass sprouts a greenness which you

won't see over here.

Its recommended that the best way to tackle this race

is in plastic boats or surf skis. The big drops and long

stretches do not suit canadians.

Rumour has it that a Fairheld group are mounting a big

challenge to win the Avon in 97.

Brendan Kenna & Andrew Chapman



Hawkesbury River Marathon
How does one describe the Hawkesbury River

Marathon? Firstly, it is a night race. Secondly,

it is long, and thirdly, it is an accomplishment

to finish!.

Run under a full moon each October, the

Hawkesbury River Marathon is held between

Windsor and Brooklyn in NSW. A total distance

of 110 km. River conditions can vary, usually

from flat water at the start to choppy seas near

the end. The river is also tidal, and widens

considerably as one approaches Brooklyn.

To describe the width of the Hawkesbury at

Brooklyn would be like comparing the distance

across water from St Kilda to Williamstown.

It is wide.

Kerryn and Roger on the Hawkesbury

Craft type can vary, but I was surprised at the

large number of single and double surf skis. Start

times commenced at 4.00 pm with the mixed and

open TK2 taking off at 5.30 pm.

Our assault on the Hawkesbury began upon

arrival in Sydney on Friday afternoon. My brother

Peter and friend Bruce Hancock had volunteered

as landcrew and were well prepared for the event.

From the moment of our arrival, things swung

into action. There was the clothing check, the

food check, the drink check etc..... The boat was

unloaded and exchanged to Bruces car. The one

thing I noticed about Bruce was the way he tied

the kayak on the car. He had ropes and straps
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going everywhere. After a reasonable early night,

(with not many beers) we left Sydney at lunchtime

for the drive to Windsor.

With start time nearing it was time to get ready and

move down to the water. Just before the race I can

only remember discussing last minute tactics with

Kerryn. I can recall suggesting we start on the side

away from the main group as there were over 40

TK2 to contend with. It was a good idea, as when

the gun went off we had clear break and pushed

ahead to form a second group behind the leading

five boats. The next two and a half hours were

spent passing minor check points. During this

time we remained at the front of the second group,

which consisted of us and another mixed TK2.

I couldn't call it relaxed paddling, as the pace was

pretty solid for the first part of the race.

We had allowed ourselves about 10 minutes for

our lust stop at checkpoint D. This was 3l km

from the start and was achieved in 2 hrs 37 mins.

Here Peter and Bruce changed our drink and

emptied water from the boat We topped up on

energy food and then back on the water.

From here on our race plan faltered. Whilst Kerryn

was feeling hne, my bum wasn't. With each km

came more pain. Once you begin to wriggle

around in the boat , the paddling suffers. Then

unexpectedly came a nauseous feeling. I was



Hawksbu ry River Marathon

beginning to feel faint and weak all over. I
suggested to Kerryn that we pull in at checkpoint

E.

Checkpoint E (Dargle) became the turning point

of our race. We had to stop, but by doing so we

were losing the chance of finishing well. From

here on it became a matter of making the

distance. Having stood by a campfire for over

an hour I could sense the landcrew was now

becoming anxious for a decision. It was gong to

be a long night and had now begun to dizzle.

Peter asked me what I wanted to do. I couldn't

decide and thought of how patient everyone had

been. Especially Kerryn. Peter finally rescued

the situation by walking me up and down the

checkpoint. Feeding me (slowly) with Jatz

biscuits and convincing me to take small sips

of Lemonade. With time I began to feel better.

At 10.47 we were back in the boat and off to

Wismans Ferry. (checkpoint I)

Feeling much better and ravelling at a less

frantic pace, it was now easier soak up the

atmosphere of travelling at night. Paddling on

long wide stretches ofriver, unable to see ahead

except for the glow of green cylume lights which

were attached to the front and back of the craft.

At times it compared to a city from a lookout at

night. One of the hazards of night paddling

however was being unable to see obstacles. We

had several occasions where we came up on

moored Cabin Cruisers. These just appeared from

nowhere.

Our arrival at Wismans Ferry was met with

another warm campfire. This time I was feeling

much better. Kerryn on the other hand was

feeling a bit low. The long stop at Checkpoint E

and the cooling off had made it hard to get back

into a rhythm.

Whilst at Wismans, we were advised to watch

out for ferry cables. These werejust around the

corner from the checkpoint , and there were tow

Ferries to look out for. The person explaining

obviously new his stuffas he hadjust tipped out

and lost his seat

So when we departed the checkpoint we

cautiously paddled around the corner. There they

were! For those who haven't crossed a Ferry

before I will give a brief explanation. When the

Ferry is on the bank, the cable rises to a level

about four feet above the water. If you cross at

the wrong time the cable can split the boat in two.

At this stage of our journey it was 1.40 am and still

drizzling.

Having paddled for about 15 minutes Kerryn made

a manoeuvre to dodge what appeared to be a

floating 1og. With doing so the log lurched out and

grabbed the boat . With a human voice it shook the

boat and then let go. Kerryn almost had a coronary

seizure. I admit it was a bit frightening, and the last

thing you expect to come across at 2.00 am in the

morning. Maybe we had an experience with a

cousin of the Lock Ness monster.

Just before day break we were surrounded by

schools of fish. Kerryn made the comment about

giving them headaches as thepaddle blade entered

the water. One such fish even jumped into the

cockpit. This occurredjust before the Spencer

checkpoint and was followed shortly after by

daylight at 4.45 arn.

With daylight carne a renewed sense of enthusiasm.

As did the widening of the river. We were however,

stopping more frequently to rest our bums, (mainly

mine) and this became a feature of the race. I can

even recall a paddler on a surf ski being annoyed

as he found us an inconsistent wash ride.

At 5.53 am we frnally crossed the finish line and

had our photo taken (a photo was the last thing we

felt like) Bruce and Peter took the boat and I made

my way to the change tent before venturing to the

nearby barbecue for a steak sandwich. Total

time=110 km in 12 hours 23 minutes.

In conclusion, I would have to say that better

preparation of a comfortable seat was essential.

This would have made for a far more enjoyable

paddle. All the same, I am enticed to return next

year for another (more comfortable) assault on the

Hawkesbury River.

Roger Tralaggan
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Sprains, strains, aches and pains

The Summer months are upon us and muscles are being

used, you've suddenly discovered one that you never knew

existed, What is it all about? Is there such a thing as

repetitive strain injury?

Well here is a quick run down on the common kayaking

injuries:

BRUISE

Bruises are caused by a blow to soft tissue, or can be

caused by fatling out ofboat, paddling too close to Joe

etc. The bruise begins as a red wheel becoming blackened

then green/yellow. It is caused by the breakage of small

capillaries and the release of blood into the tissue. As the

blood is broken down by natural processes, the colour

change occurs. Extensive bruising can be reduced by

applying immediate compression to the area to stop

seepage of blood into the tissues, time alone will heal

thereafter.

BLEED
I have yet to see this on the river. Immediate compression

to the area is important to stop any bleeding. The wound

needs to be cleaned extensively especially if river water

has been in contact, all foreign material removed and the

edges of the wound brought together. If the wound looks

deep and goes into muscle (beyond the layers of skin and

fat) then "exploration" ofthe wound should be done in an

Emergency Department. If a blood vessel is involved

(spraying or gushing of blood) then compression should be

applied and not removed until in the Emergency

Department.

Please remember that some potentially serious diseases are

carried by blood (HIV and Hepatitis B, C and D) and all

care should be taken to ensure that blood does not come

in contact with mouth/ eyes/ other open wounds.

It is a good idea to make sure that your tetanus prophylaxis

(an ADT shot) is up to date as river wounds are tetanus

prone. You should be boosted every 5 years, you don't

have to wait until you get a wound to do this. Even a

superficial cut can leave you at risk. Cuts from debris and

rocks on the bottom of the river may be an example of this.

CRAMP
Cramp occurs more often when you get dehydrated. When

a muscle contracts ( its action of power) it shortens. The

little hbres that make up the muscle have elements called

actin and myosin filaments. When a muscle is at rest the

actin and myosin lie next to each other, when the muscle

contracts the filaments slide across each other pulling each

muscle fibre smaller and tighter. A cramp is what happens

when the actin and myosin "forget" to let go. The best way

to get rid of a cramp is to take deep breaths and gently

stretch the muscle out -this manually helps release the little

hlaments. The best way to prevent cramping is to stretch

well before paddling and to not get dehydrated, especially

ifyou are sweating a lot and losing body salts.

STRAIN
Muscle strain is like a cramp that lasts longer. The

muscles are over worked and have contracted and are yet

to relax properly. They don't feel comfortable and often a

"knot" of muscle can be felt. Again, gently stretching the

muscle out is best. Agents that help the process include

the topical muscle liniments such as "Deep Heat" or

"Difflam". The process of mzissage plus the heat

produced and anti-inflammatory agent in the preparation

are what makes it work.

SPRAIN

We start to talk about joints now, one usually sprains an

ankle, a wrist etc. It is a word used loosely to describe the

situation when the ligaments that hold bones together

have been stressed. Strapping can relieve this stress and

support the joint until the ligament recovers.

TENDONITIS
Good ole repetitive strain injury. This injury comes about

from repetitive overuse of a muscle/tendon group.

Tendons join muscle to bone. If the forces that normally

work the muscle are acting in a new or an unusual way

that the tendon is not used to, it becomes stressed and can

get inflamed. Unfortunately for the keen paddler, rest is

the best cure. Anti-inflammatories either topical (to the

site of the tendon) or taken orally can help. Prevention is

better- check your paddling technique, the size ofyour

equipment and listen to your body, it might be telling you

that the force may be with you but you've got it all

wrong!

Dr Christine Troy



Australian pair plan to paddle round Britain by

kayak- "couple's splash and dash tour"
Two Australians have planned an unusual way to see Britain - by kayaking 700 miles along its canals and waterways'

David Brown ,24 andhis girlfriend Clare Mcbeath, 25 both of Cumnor Rise Road, Oxford, took to the water this week

to begin their six week triP.

Starting and finishing in 6xford, they will visit York, Manchester, Bristol and Reading' Mr Brown, a field zoologist

from Melbourne, said he hoped to see lots of wildlife during the journey'

He said "We wanted to

do something different

and challenging. It will
be a fantastic way to see

Britain."

Miss McBeath is an

experienced marathon

and sprint paddler while

Mr Brown has

whitewater and sea

kayaking experience in

Australia and the South

Paciltc.

The couple plan to return

to Australia in September

after spending a year

travelling.

from the The Oxford
Mail18/5/96

Clare paddles back to Melbourne

Ct"." Mcbeath has just rejoined FCC after returning

from her overseas travels three weeks ago. Our famous

club member completed the canal paddle with boyfriend

David. They covered about 400 miles from Oxford to

York on the comprehensive network of canals in England.

They paddled in plastic touring boats, carrying all their

gear and camping on the side of canals- camping is free on

all canal banks in England. Their touring boats limited any

paddling in more open waters and prevented them

venturing out into Wash Bay near the .... coast.

The marathon effort was made more bearable by the

nightly visit to the pubs scattered throughout the English

country side. Both paddlers enjoyed the Spring weather

and the colour and beauty ofthe English country side'

They did not encounter any other kayakers and there was

no current on the canals. Clare and David often paddled

on the rivers flowing next to the canals so they could miss

the many locks that are built along the canals'

Vital Statistics.

They passed 282 locks

They visited 43 pubs and they spent four weeks on the

water.

The photo that appears on the front cover of the

newsletter was taken in October on the Zambezi River

in Zimbabwe. Clare reckons this rafting trip was

"awesome fun."

Clare joined FCC in 1994 after seeing the Murray

Marathon on Television. She was "pointed in the

direction ofZoli" and ended up paddling full distance

in the Murray in a Mixed TK2 in about 33 hours. Clare

reckons she loved it and thought the whole race was

brilliant. Clare paddled most of the 1994 VCA

marathon season.

Clare is a Radiographer at the Epworth Hospital and is

keen to get back to paddling. She is also keen to paddle

in a Kl womens relay in 1997.

Also while overseas Clare spent one month cycling

around the Scottish Highlands. Clare says that "the

Highlands were very hilly and hard work but

spectacular scenery and lots offun"

Welcome back to FCC Clare.

Michael Loftus-Hills



Three Fairfield members ventured down to Geelong for

the annual Bridge to Bridge race. Over the last two years

the course has been shortened, so instead ofthe 25 km

Moorabool Bridge to Barwon Heads Bridge course it is
now just 20 lsn, starting just below the old pipe bridge

in Geelong.

Even with the shorter distance the course presents a real

challenge, with the biggest influence being the wind. The

first leg of the race includes a somewhat difficult portage,

many paddlers ending up to their necks in water trying to
find an easy place to get out of their boats.

The second stage is an open water crossing ofLake
Conneawarre which is where the wind can have a major

impact. Fortunately this year the wind was basically

from the tail so Michael Loftus-Hills, Greg Jacobs and

I maintained our balance. Unfortunately the lake is also

really shallow so frequently you feel like you were

digging your way across the Lake- made for hard work

and the strange sight of people standing up,running across

the lake and pushing their kayaks.

The last section of the race is from the lake to Barwon

Heads, again dogged by shallow water but also aided by

the tide.

Greg had well and truly left us in his wake so Lofty
and I were feeling tired but happy to be upright as

we approached the last few kilometres of the race.

Unfortunately the wind picked up to almost gale force

so even though the Barwon Heads Bridge was in sight

it seemed to take ages to get there, both Lofty and I close

to sinking due to the 1.5 foot waves crashing over the

canopy.

I'd thoroughly

recommend the race

to anyone, particularly

those wishing to

experience a variety

ofconditions in one

race and gain a bit of

strength training at

the same time.

For the record - Greg

Jacobs was 3rd in the

Open Kl class, still

improving his

marathon

performances. He also

won the spot prize of
a life jacket presented

at the after race

celebrations in the

Barwon Heads Hotel.

Both Lofty and I made sure everyone in our class (vet 35

Kl) was safe by paddling behrnd them but it was

rumoured that our ofhcial times were thr 59 min for me

and I hr 59.01 for lofty.

And a special mention to the winner of the best land

crew prize- Robin Payne who coped with all three

paddlers, the drive, three boats and a very delinquent pie.

Tony Payne.

FCC members "doing the Murray"
Relay teams

Michael Loftus-Hills, Joe Alia, Nannette Abbot,

John McRae, Kerryn Bonnet, Roger Tralaggan,

Julie Slattery and Julie Perriam.

Andy Chapman, Jenny Nichols Brendan Kena

Melinda Wilson

Janice, Rose, Caroline and Louise

The Six Files, Neil McGilp, John Newby, Barb

Jennings, Pam McGilp, Lachie Galles, Jill Cullen

Andy Chapman and Brendan Kena

Mandy Colliet TKI (full distance)

Jodi Puncini, Wennie van Lint (full distance)

K4 full distance Chris Hely Andrew Hely Shaun

Ramraj Glen Anderson.

Kim Vaughan John Mackley TK2 (full distance)

The research department are on holidays at present.

We apologise if your name does not appear.
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Greg Jacobs training on Zolis straight. Photo Michael Loftus-Hills
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Trivia point - Peter Bachelor had the 2nd fastest time

across Lake Eildon in the recent JLW Mt Buller to sea

endurance race - well done!

:r,..::,,:,,.-?..i,P,rt::.ilii

A warning goes out from the old fat

blokes in the club to those male paddlers

with rippling stomach muscles- wear a

shirt or watch out! (This of course does

not apply to any other paddlers with

rippling muscles).

Rumour has it that our nerve Doctor is

changing hisjob and for the next 3 years

will not be on call. This of course means

he will be able (and willing) to paddle, in

the Winter series for the club-welcome

back Peter Bachelor!

Photo top: Colin Scot on Zoli's straight.

Middle: Mandy Coilet during the VCA season

Simon Kenyon- Smith nearly under the Yarra

Dragon Boat season is in

full swing with many FCC

members either paddling or

coaching. Michael Loftus-

Hills is working with the

Victorian Dragon Boat

Association co-ordinating

coaching and safety drills

including the production

of a education guide for
paddlers.

Pain makes President Buck

Rumour has it that Tony

Payne has taken over from

Fosseto Rosseto as the

biggest stirrer at the club.

Photo-MLH

Photo MLH
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Letter to the editor
Dear editor,

At the recent AGM I proposed a motion that a 5 year

plan be established for the development and ongoing

maintenance of the club facility (elsewhere detailed in
this newsletter).It was extremely disappointing to me that

the motion was defeated as I believe it would have been

of great assistance in encouraging more input from all
shareholders and members in the direction the club takes

into the next century.

I was particularly upset that the motion was perceived

as a personal attack on the FCC Directors as this was

certainly not the intent. As stated in supporting

documentation provided to the AGM I believe any club

or organisation like Fairfield, which relies on volunteers

to manage assets and activities, is often going to have

difficulty getting things done without some form of long
term plan. This does not mean the current Directors or
past Directors (of which I was one) were doing the wrong
thing but simply means that it would have been easier to

effect change and manage progress with some form of
long term plan.

The value ofplanning has already been recognised by
the Directors with their participation in the Yarra
Corridor Strategy Plan. So why not for the club?

I don't think anyone would argue that we have a

wonderful asset at Fairheld, one which deserves to be

well maintained and developed to provide enjoyment for
all shareholders and members. My proposed motion was

intended to help this cause, not obstruct it, and I believe
would have assisted the Directors, not hindered them,

ro do their difficult job.

So where to now? I find it almost unbelievable that the

shareholders who voted against the motion are really
against planning for the future. And of course I still
strongly believe that a long term plan will be of assistance

so I am hopeful that the current Directors will take on the

idea themselves and develop and publicise a plan for the

future. I also strongly encourage all shareholders and

members to think about what is important to them at the

club and let the Directors know. Write letters or use the

newsletter to canvas ideas, discuss with other people at

the club and really make the development of our canoe

club a matter of importance for you. I am a strong

advocate of open communications around the club so

lets get these ideas out in the open for all to hear.

For me the priorities for the next year should be to
concettate on safety issues and main@nance/repairs

around the club. Specifically this would include:treatment

to the front and back steps to reduce the likelihood of

slipping removal of the old landing, it has been

identified as a significant safety hazard for several years

but still remains without adequate protection, repairs to

guttering, shower tiles and curtain rails, painting ofclub
front and new boat racks, purchase of a lawn mower,

effective maintenance roster.

What do you think?

Tony Payne.
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